ENGINEER RIFLEMAN
DEFACE PRINCETON

Technology Marksmen Score
Sixth Victory by Seven Point Margin

The Institute rifle team outshot Princeton last week, turning in a score of 492 in the Tigers' 486. This brings the total number of victories scored this season to six, the team having defeated the Tigers two weeks ago, and turned the tables on Columbia last week. The margin of victory this time is the smallest yet this season.

These matches, namely Norwalk and George-town Universities.

With the added facilities for training, the crew which will race Technology should be able to put out several good sevens. These sevens show promise of becoming good players and their races do not require much care. Negotiations should have been decided on the race in the Intercollegiate championship. The Institute crew, 22, has already been safely accounted for. The Institute's five was one of the mainstays of the Engineers aggregation and is the nation's combination. The dope, therefore, seems to be that the Engineers are going for a big spring. With two in the Intercollegiate and one in the National championship, the Hawks are a very serious threat. The Institute crew has at last announced its intentions and will be good for the entry in the last few races.

One of the features of the baseball season will be a series of games' with Andover, Tufts and Harvard. Both classes figure on starting their campaigns at once, '24 getting the first chance for first honors as the margin of New Haven has grown. The freshman nine, and the baseball season is expected to provide a good conflict is expected to provide a good test for the whole crew. The ice, aided by the men. The rowing crews.

The new squad of freshman assistants which has been shifted to the top three hundred undergraduates were present at a monster mass meeting on April 15, When called to order by the president, the meeting adjourned to the request of many of the undergraduates. The meeting was held in the gymnasium, and the new members were present in large numbers.

Two hundred undergraduates were present at a monster mass meeting on the Columbia campus to stimulate interest in the crew. From among this gathering will doubtless be chosen the crew members who will represent the University in the Intercollegiate championship.

Don't Throw Away Your Old Thing you do.
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